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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
Old Blukis dragging and burning down ritual designed or transformed in nowadays modern art concept. 
CNC routing, shapes and angles.. how would the stylized 21st century stump would look like? - crystal 
edge looks equal, though in all they are not, the edges the shapes and the angles, all Blukis parts - roots 
and sides are not equal and Blukis is not perfect as the old stump is.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
It is a symbol of old forgotten ritual that looked more undervalued and forgotten for the modern - 21st 
century Lithuanians. 
And now the idea of the archaic ritual with the concept and deep meaning- background returned in a new 
form which is more acceptable to modern mind.  
Symbol of archaic rites and modern art object presented via nowadays pop-culture context community 
and burning it (Blukis) down is a perfect way for Lithuanian burners community to discover their own 
repetitive interactive act which creates a space for a ethnic community self-expression. 

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
During our project presentation in Lithuania (World Lithuanian Youth Summit), we have lost our Blukis 
model that we were making all night before. 
We came back from Nowhere on Tuesday and we had a very little time to prepare so it happened that we 
were making the model all night before the presentation on Saturday. And we came tired with our model, 
set up everything and at the end of the official presentations we left our model and went to check other 
peoples projects. When we got back all our space was cleared out and all posters, model and brochures 
were gone. 
It appeared that the summit volunteers thought we left it for good and decided they want to do a good job 
and clean our space, so they threw our model away in to the trash and in 15 minutes the trash was taken 
away with the truck. So after we got back it was all gone. It was funny on one hand- on other we still can’t 
believe it happened. We are very happy that we made some photos just before we lost it.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
We hope our small part of participation will contribute to all the flow and music that happens in the World 
were everything is different. Ant the effigy of Blukis will be another small part of the beautiful picture of 
the World and how World is responding to Burning Man culture and ideas outside the Black Rock desert.

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
Plywood, wood & two spoons of imagination with a sip of creativity.

CORE Art Walk Activities
People will be able to drag around our smaller Blukis on wheels and experience what means dragging a 
stump.
There will be some little potato pancake sharing with Slivovice elements.

We love you all!
and we believe in love.

www.blukis.lt                 
 www.facebook.com/BlukisCore


